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Perspectives from the other side of the tent - Alex Forrest  

Today brings to the end my time here at the remote Camp Cornerstone at 79.9º North and 
the end of significant milestone for this project. The camp, which drifts at a rate of 5 – 10 
km / day, is a moving target to aim the AUV to and, when it gets here, the target is 
extremely small (only 6 feet by 6 feet) in our tent. I had first left the Main Camp at 
Borden Island one day after we had sent the vehicle on the 300 km transit to the remote 
camp. Although we were confidant that it would arrive, everyone was a little intimidated 
by the size of the ice hole that we were trying to get to out in such a remote location. 
Needless to say, we were all quite excited when we heard the first confirmation that it 
arrived 56 hours after it had been sent off.   

As most things go, you 
can plan everything only 
to find out that you need 
to change everything 
when you first arrive. 
When the vehicle first 
arrived it was 
unexpectedly still 
tracking the bottom at 
around 2100 m depth. Jeff  
Williams and I then spent 
the next 14 hours trying 
to coax it to the hole 
where we managed to 
successfully 'park' it about 
50 m away. The 
technique that was used 
was to bring the AUV to a 

relatively shallow depth and then ballast it light using through water commands so that it 
comes up stationary under the ice surface. Then, provided the currents are minimal, the 
vehicle should then stay stationary relative to our camp position. We would then send out 
a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) that would attach a tether line to the vehicle. Once 
attached, we could then bring it to the hole for charging and data downloading. Mike 
Gorvette, Camp Cornerstone's Camp Manager, broke out a celebratory beer for everyone 
that night at dinner. For many, that was the first beer we had had in a month and I can say 
that Kokannee never tasted so good.   

This first mission was about 325 km long but the real challenge was to be met next - 
doing another 300 km mission to gather UNCLOS (UN Convention on the Law of the 
Sea) survey data north of where our camp was positioned. After a full day of discussing 
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looking down in the ice hole 
during one of the recoveries. 

 



the best way forward with the next launch (we were definitely nervous about letting it go 
again!) started planning to go around midnight. The choice of time was mainly to 
coordinate with the arrival time of the AUV at the end of the mission. Things went well 
and we slipped the vehicle from the line around 1:00 AM and watched as it quickly dove 
to 2100 m depth again. At this point we started running into some problems with 
communications and could only watch helplessly as it continued to circle for 2 hours 
beneath us on its preprogrammed settings (we are meant to trigger it to start its mission). 
However, about 4:00 AM we finally managed to send it off and on its way and settled in 
to wait for the next three days.   

Three days later, after a 
similar recovery as the 
first time, we managed 
to get the vehicle back to 
the hole and celebrated 
that we had managed to 
collect UNCLOS data. 
This means that all of 
our efforts had been 
worth it up here. We 
then started charging 
again and 15 hours later 
sent it off on its mission 
home. Although it would 
have been better to have 
more survey missions up 
here, we're starting to run out of time. Open water leads are starting to open up more and 
more frequently as the weather gets warmer (only -15 ºC  today). Also, they're starting to 
get closer to camp with some being less than 1 km away. So, feeling like the job was well 
done, we've now started tearing down the camp and getting ready to leave our recent 
home.           

ROV display of the AUV parked next to some multiyear ice around 50 m 
from the ice hole.
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